
Sentera is an authorized dealer of Lockheed 
Martin’s Indago™ AG drone. When paired 
with a Sentera Double sensor, the Indago 
AG is an ideal solution for the agriculture 
industry where precision data is paramount.

When combined with a Sentera sensor solution, the light-
weight, compact and high-endurance Lockheed Martin 
Indago™ AG can dramatically decrease scouting time while 
increasing crop yields. Indago AG platforms seamlessly 
accept Sentera’s Double sensors which provide growers 
with the precise data needed to make informed decisions.  

Together, the Indago AG and Sentera sensors:
• Assist in measuring overall crop health
• Help growers apply fertilizer, pesticides and herbicides 

based on precise, timely and easy to collect data 
• Assist in diagnosing growth problems
• Integrate with Sentera AgVault™ to organize, store, 

view and share data with a team

                           INDAGO™ AG



 

INDAGO AG PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATIONS 
Gross takeoff weight 4.85lb 
Size 32” x 32” x 7”
Range 2-10 km (dependent on radio and antenna selection)
Endurance Up to 50 minutes
Payloads  Multiple, hot-swappable payloads
Operating altitude 10-500’ above ground level (AGL) 
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               INDAGO™ AG

Contact us and let’s do something amazing!

SENTERA AGRICULTURE SOLUTION

FIELD SCOUTING NDVI + CROP HEALTH

The Lockheed Martin Indago™ AG and Sentera Double sensor work in concert together, enabling a grower to unlock 
the full capabilities of advanced crop assessment, previously unavailable in the agriculture industry. The Sentera Double 
captures normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI) and high-resolution color imagery in a single flight, decreasing 
time spent in the air. The information is collected with precision and is an integral part of how growers make input 
decisions, enabling them to increase crop yields while being good stewards of the land and environment. 

Once data is collected, hundreds of images must be managed to unlock the value behind the imagery. Sentera’s 
proprietary software solution, AgVault™, enables growers to do just that. Sentera’s AgVault software solution allows 
growers to organize, store, view, comment and share images with teams and partners, expanding the circle of impact. The 
Sentera AgVault software solution is compatible with many of the most popular agricultural analytics tools, making flow of 
imagery and information from capture to detailed analysis virtually seamless. 

SENTERA AGVAULT™ SOFTWARE SOLUTION 

Sentera Double Sensor Imagery output from a Sentera Double Sensor

Sentera AgVault desktop software Sentera AgVault mobile app


